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Dear Parent, Carer and Guardian,
2nd September 2020
PE has always been an important part of the Warriner School, and with the current guidelines and
advice from the government, AfPE (Association of PE) and various governing bodies we are still able to
deliver a PE curriculum. However, it will be different to previous years in order to maintain the safety of
the students and staff.
The focus for this coming term will be on student mental health and well-being. The focus of the PE
Dept will be to get students working safely and collaboratively with each other through a range of
different activities.
Changes: The first change is that we are asking students to attend school in their PE kit on the days they
have Games and PE. The changing rooms will not be accessible during the day. Students should attend
school in their full PE kit, trainers on, and bring a pair of studded boots, this is for both Games and
PE. Sports leggings will be allowed if warn under Warriner PE shorts for all students. Base/under layers
of any brand also encouraged if the weather is a bit cooler.
Students are able to wear their coats to school (when needed) in order to stay warm over their PE kit.
Warriner PE kit must be worn. Students are not permitted to attend school in PE kit that is not Warriner
(Addidas/Nike etc. tracksuit bottoms or jumpers).
If students do attend school in incorrect kit, home will be contacted by the PE department. If the
student does this a second time, they will be expected to attend in school uniform and help PE staff
during the lesson. We really do not want this to happen but must maintain high standards.
If a student does not have the correct kit due to it being misplaced, in the wash etc, then please send
the student with a note explaining this. As a department we have a large amount of clean spare kit
which students are able to borrow if they need.
If a student cannot do PE due to medical reasons please send them with suitable footwear and warm
clothing (Coat) so they can help during the lesson. If a student is unable to safely help (broken limbs
etc.) then provision will be made to keep them inside and safe.
Finally, if on the day a student has PE or Games and the weather is looking really bad (very wet, freezing
cold) provision will be made for students to be inside. Please still send the students into school in their
PE kit.
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We really hope that by October half term we might be in a situation where we can get back to normal
within PE and Games, but at the moment this is a best way to keep everyone physically active whilst
making sure we are following the guidance.
To support the above, Students will see a presentation on their first day in school during
tutorial explaining how Games and PE will work. Students will not be expected to take part in PE lessons
on their first day back.
Thank you for your support.
Any questions please don't hesitate to contact me or a member of the PE team.
Kind regards
Ben Richards
Head of Physical Education
b.richards@warriner.oxon.sch.uk
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